
        NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS), HINDU COLLEGE       

The National Service Scheme is an Indian government-sponsored public service program 

conducted by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports of the Government of India. Popularly 

known as NSS, the scheme was launched in Gandhiji's Centenary year in 1969. With the motto 

’Not Me but You’, NSS is a community service program with the objective of building social 

consciousness in students. The NSS unit of Hindu College focuses its activities on three key 

sectors of providing equal rights, access, and opportunities to the underprivileged and/or 

differently-abled: education, health, and work with the visually challenge through a 

decentralized system of 5 wings and they are — Education, Environment, Health, Scribe, and 

Media. 

 

  AIM OF NSS 

 

➔ To identify the needs and problems of the community and help them in whatever way we 

can. 

➔ To develop students’ overall personality through social and community service. 

➔ To create social awareness and develop a sense of social responsibility in every individual. 

➔ To enhance leadership, teamwork qualities. 

PROGRAM OFFICER: Dr. Vijay Garg 

 

CORE TEAM 2020-2021 

PRESIDENT: Lakshit Rana 

VICE PRESIDENT: Kriti Mittal 

GENERAL SECRETARY: Bhavya Bhayana 

TREASURER: Rahim 

MARKETING HEAD: Vanshika Chhabra 

PR HEAD: Aakriti Gupta 

JOINT SECRETARY: Parvathi Vijayan 



Co-Curricular Activities of NSS Hindu College 

 

 

International Yoga Day  

(21 June 2020) 

On the occasion of International Yoga Day, a webinar on 

the topic- ‘Yoga: Physical and Mental Wellness’ was 

conducted. Here, the students were addressed by Dr. 

Vijay Garg and Dr. Harinder Kumar, explaining the 

importance of Yoga. Then, a Yoga session happened with 

Dr. Maneesha Pandey. The footfall of participants was 

100+. 

  

 
 

 
 
Webinar on ‘India’s Climate and Environmental 
Laws’  
 
(30 July 2020) 

A webinar on ‘India’s Climate and Environmental 

Laws’ was organized in collaboration with Youth for 

Climate India, an organization working to make 

climate an issue for politics and the public by 

mobilizing youth. The footfall of the participants was 

100+. 

 

 

 

 



Webinar on ‘Where does our food come from?’  

(6 August 2020) 

In collaboration with HSI-India, organized a 

webinar on the topic 'Where does our food come 

from?' which focused on clarifying common 

misconceptions about the reality of animal 

agriculture and understanding the significant 

negative impact the food industry has on animal 

welfare, the environment, and public health. The 

footfall of the participants was 100+. 

 

 
 

Video making competition on “Vocal for Local”  

(14 August 2020) 

On the occasion of Independence Day, NSS 

organized the “Vocal for Local'' video-making 

challenge. All participants were bestowed with a 

certificate of participation. The winners also got a 

free subscription worth ₹ 900 to 'Mindhouse', a 

meditation-based mental wellness platform, and 

other exciting gifts including cash prizes and other 

opportunities. 

 

Independence Day Celebration   

(15 August 2020) 

IPS Navneet Kanwat as its Chief Guest on the Celebrations of Independence Day who shared 

his Motivating and Beautiful Journey of being an IPS Officer with all. Also, in collaboration with 

Manthan - The Quizzing Society of Hindu College, an online quiz competition was also organized 

covering questions from Indian Independence. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Career Counseling Session  

(31 August 2020) 

A webinar on “Career Counselling” with Mr. Alok 

Bansal, an Expert Career Counselor, and Mentor, as our 

Guest speaker was organized. The footfall of the 

participants was 100+. 

 

 

 

Events Celebrating ‘National Nutrition Week’    

(1st September – 5th September) 

Poster making competition was the first event, on the topics: Types of diet (Keto, LCHF, etc.), 

BMI and its importance, and Indian diet and its effectiveness for obesity. Further, a webinar 

was held with Dr. Siddharth Waghulkar, Deputy Head, Nutrition and School Feeding Unit, UN 

World Food Programme on the topic - Malnutrition - a public concern. In addition to this, one 

more webinar was organized on the topic- - “Redefining your relationship with food” with Ms. 

Isha Khosla, a clinical nutritionist, entrepreneur, author, columnist, and researcher. The footfall 

of the participants was 100+. 



 

Hindi Poem Competition 

(14 September 2020) 

A Hindi Poetry Competition was organized on the 

occasion of Hindi Diwas with writings ranging 

from romance, patriarchy, identity to many other 

exciting topics. Inspiration was drawn from the 

lives of ordinary people, the choices they make, 

and their experiences. 



Webinar on ‘Waste Management and Climate 
Action’ 

(18 September 2020) 

A webinar was organized on 'Waste Management and 

Climate Action' with Mr. Amarpreet Singh - the Aaga 

Man of Daily Dump. The webinar discussed waste 

management, and how it is necessary to and is 

helping in advancing SDG 13 i.e., Climate Action. The 

footfall of the participants was 100+. 

 

 

NSS Day  

(24 September 2020) 

 NSS was formally launched on 24th September 

1969, the birth centenary year of the Father of the 

Nation. Therefore, 24 September is celebrated 

every year as NSS Day. Trees are the verses of a 

poem written on the Earth. On the occasion of NSS 

Day, the ‘Plant A Tree with Us’ event was organized 

on September 24, 2020 (Thursday). 

 

 

Photography Competition on ‘Nature’  

 (24 September 2020) 

A 'Nature Photography' competition was organized 

to help raise the profile of our planet and 

environment. This event encouraged people to 

work towards promoting nature’s conservation. 

 



 

Fit India Movement  

(25 September 2020) 

Awareness for a healthier and fitter 

India was spread - the need for which is 

now more than ever. This was 

attempted to be done by encouraging 

people to remain healthy and fit by 

including physical activities and sports 

in their daily lives. This was launched as 

a joint effort by the Ministry of Youth 

Affairs and Sports, and the Sports 

Authority of India. 

 

 

Feed an Animal  

(29 September 2020) 

The members of the society undertook the task of 

feeding the animals within their vicinity while 

ensuring safety. These little acts of joy and 

kindness are the things that keep us firm to our 

ground. It is thus indispensable for each and every 

one of us to come forward so as to contribute to 

the cause. 

 



Plog Run  

(2 October 2020) 

Volunteers lead the torch of fitness & cleanliness 

on October 2, Gandhi Jayanti, and participated in 

a plog run on this auspicious day, contributing to 

our harmonious celebration of the same. It was 

aimed to foster a circular economy: one that 

prevents the accumulation of waste material in 

landfills and focuses on recycling instead. 

 

Pledge to Fight Against COVID-19 

(8 October 2020) 

With the Covid-19 at its peak, NSS volunteers undertook the task of spreading awareness 

regarding protective measures. All the volunteers solemnly pledged to wear a mask and 

maintain social distance with the other. The volunteers swore to make use of sanitizer/soap 

and encourage their family members to do the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Admission Help Desk and Procedure  

(11th October 2020) 
 

NSS Hindu organized a helpdesk to help freshers out with the entire procedure of admission as 

soon as the cut-offs were announced. An Admission Help Desk was set up with helpline numbers 

for queries. Along with this, it released a post clarifying the online admission procedure including 



documents required, process for change of course in subsequent cut-offs, schedule and about 

Hindu College. 

 

 



Suruchi 2020  

(10 November 2020) 

 

Hindu has always tried to stay true to its motto 'Not me but you’. The spirit of NSS stalls wasn't 

daunted by the pandemic as the online games came to rescue. Various exciting games like the 

Bollywood Quiz, Lucky 7, Treasure hunt etc. were organized throughout the day and saw active 

participation of the people from all across the nation. NSS Hindu displayed an amazing gesture 

that celebrates humanity and compassion by donating the amount collected via Suruchi to the 

Mother Meal program, launched on August 16 2020 by Justice Kurian Joseph, to end hunger and 

starvation. This programme is based on the concept of family-to-family support.  

The fund raised by the resignation fee was donated to the NGO Mother's Meal which would 

adapt families for six months from all over India. In collaboration with Mother’s meal NSS 

Hindu has adopted 3 families and will feed them for next 6 months. NSS showcased a number 

of breathtaking performances on the Suruchi'20 by Hinduites and the famous societies of 

Hindu College. From being a part of a musical extravaganza performed by Alankaar- The Indian 

Music Society Hindu College to the groovy dance performance given by Adhrita- The Indian 

classical Dance Society of Hindu Colleges showcasing their cultural legacy in classical dance and 

music enlightened the whole essence of the mesmerizing event of the year. 



 

Webinar on ‘Strategy for UPSC Mains:  How 

to prepare for GS’  

(30 November 2020) 

A webinar was presented on the topic- 'Strategy 

for UPSC Mains: - How to prepare for GS’ in 

collaboration with Ednita NGO.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cloth Donation Drive 

(10 January 2021) 

NSS announced its first project for this session: “ONLINE CLOTH DONATION DRIVE”. With the 

motive to serve humanity, NSS Hindu had undertaken the project to provide warm clothing and 

blankets to those in need for the cold winter months 



 

National Youth Day 

(12 January 2021) 

On the occasion of National Youth 

Day, an event "Plant a tree with us" on 

January 12, 2021 was organized. To 

honor the birthday of Swami 

Vivekanand, an online meet was 

conducted wherein its students took a 

pledge, which aimed to be symbolic of 

youth empowerment and service; all 

values that NSS Hindu religiously 

believes in and cherishes. The pledge 

taken by the wings was indicative of their dedication to the unity, security and integrity of the 

nation. 

 

National Road Safety Month 

 

(18th January 2021 - 17th February 2021) 
 

To mark a month-long campaign “National Road Safety Month”, a slogan writing competition 

was organized. Moreover, volunteers spread the awareness about various traffic signals and 

their significance. A webinar on “Road Safety Month” by the Vice President of Indian Road 

Safety Campaign, Deepanshu Gupta was also organized on 16th of February 2021. The footfall 

for the webinar was 100+. 

 



 

 

 

 

Online Orientation Programme  

 

(30 January 2021)  
 

An online orientation programme was organized to kick start the session of 2020-2021 with 

new volunteers. Dr. Vijay Garg graced the occasion with his motivating words. The core team, 

executives and volunteers through relentless efforts made volunteers familiar with the vision 

that NSS Hindu hold for the betterment of the society, followed by various fun quizzes and 

activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

World NGO Day  
 

(27th February 2021) 

 

On the occasion of World NGO Day, a webinar 

on “Fighting Climate Change with Diet” was 

organized in collaboration with Humane 

Society International- India. The webinar 

focused on what people on an individual level 

can do to fight one of the pressing problems, 

Climate Change. The footfall for the webinar 

was 100+ 

 

 

Samvaad 2021 
 

(6-7 March 2021) 

 

This year, NSS HINDU's annual conclave 'Samvaad' was a two- day event. On its first day (March 

6,2021), Samvaad'21 commenced with a musical performance by the music society of Hindu 

College 'Alankaar’ after which the audience was addressed by our very own programme officer 

Mr. Vijay Garg. Thereafter, the first eminent speaker Maj. Gen. PK Saighal made students re-

live his journey by speaking about all the work he has done till now and is still doing in the form 

of social service. Then renowned author, Mr. Devir Singh Bhandari talked about film making in 

India, Social Entrepreneurship, and many more such intriguing topics followed by Salil 

Acharaya, an actor, RJ, Anchor, VJ who acquainted the audience with the struggles he had to go 

through and how did he sail through them.  Another eminent personality Laxmi Shankar Bajpai 

who is a poet, Ghazalkar and an author graced the occasion with a motivational poem. The first 

day of Samvaad'21 ended with Mr. Vikram Dogra who encouraged the audience to never ever 

give up through his inspirational words. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second day (7 March 2021) of SAMVAAD'21 was really enthusiastic. It started with the 

session by renowned speaker Mr. Aman Dhattarwal, the famous youtuber and motivational 

speaker. His words were highly encouraging. Thereafter, the famous wrestling coach Mr. Kripa 

Shankar shared his experiences of participating in several events as well as training students 

which made the session insightful. This signature event of Hindu ended with the session by the 

young and inspirational Abhimanyu Singh Raghav. The two-day event was blessed with the 

presence of all these eminent personalities. 

 

Career Conference 2021 
 

(9 April 2021) 

 
NSS Hindu with Hindu College Counselling Centre organized National Conference on “Career & 

Well Being: Towards Healthy Career Choices” in collaboration with Ministry of Education’s 

Manodarpan Initiative on 9th of April, 2021. The talk aimed to enlightened students with the 

undeniable fact that in order to make optimal career choices, one needs to take into account 

the mental aspect of the same. The session featured panelists from various spheres of the 

society and witnessed a good audience on Facebook and YouTube Live.  

 



Covid-19 Relief Work 

(24 April 2021 - Present) 

 
Worse hit by the second surge of Covid-19, NSS Hindu has resolutely come up with initiatives to 
help fight the pandemic and its repercussions. Being locked at homes, students at NSS Hindu 
have adopted timely measures across social media to spare no effort to reach out to the needy. 
Around 75 NSS Volunteers are working dedicatedly 24*7 to help people and real time 
monitoring and verifying of leads.  
  
1. Collaboration with NCC for setting up help desk 
 
NSS Hindu has collaborated with NCC Hindu College to set up a help desk for covid relief, 
wherein contacts of few NSS Hindu volunteers and covid warriors are provided. One can reach 
out to those contacts for any specific needs related to plasma, oxygen supplies, ambulance, 
beds, vaccination or any other miscellaneous needs.  
There are five main verticals and list of the volunteers who can be approached for seeking help 
are as follows: 
 

Resources Contact person  Contact number 

Bed Subhan Farid 6397989427 

Oxygen  Palakshi 9873980911 

Plasma Rishabh   7488876834 

Drugs and Ambulance Janvi 8302711779 

Vaccination Amartya Roy 8240707401 

   

 

2. Circulating and amplifying necessary information 
 
Making the most of its social media presence, NSS Hindu is actively circulating information 
regarding blood donation, amplifying requests and leads. It is also taking up queries and 
requests on Instagram, Facebook and WhatsApp and posting stories of its verified leads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



If anyone needs any help, they can directly message us on our Instagram and Facebook page. 
We have two whatsapp groups which have been formed specifically for queries. Links are as 
follows: 
 

 
3. Verifying Leads 
 
At such a time of dire need of even a little help, it is very necessary to pass on the right 
information and the right resources. NSS Hindu along with Covid Warriors, an initiative by one 
of our NSS Volunteer, is constantly verifying the leads for the following resources 
 

• Ambulance 
• Home ICU 
• Oxygen cylinders/refilling/concentrators 
• ICU beds/ normal beds 
• Plasma donors 
• Medicines and free food for covid patients 

 
and then sharing with the needy, pan India. The entire process of verification is being carried 
out by volunteers in separate WhatsApp groups: A main group (Covid Warrior (HC)) for the 
requests and leads and specific groups for verifying resources separately. Leads from each 
WhatsApp group are verified by connecting with every donor, hospital and organization. Only 
genuine and helpful leads are forwarded to the main group and further to the needy.  
 
 
 

 

Medium Links 

Whatsapp group (for queries)  https://chat.whatsapp.com/E3v3XR8xYyX47lu0w1EpDb 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Dt6CSoelOro1saAHfsK6ev 

 

Instagram DM (for queries) https://instagram.com/nsshindu?igshid=1q893mr4wpzhs 

https://instagram.com/covid_help_hc?igshid=gt6mjr6fcceb 

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/hindunss 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/E3v3XR8xYyX47lu0w1EpDb
https://chat.whatsapp.com/Dt6CSoelOro1saAHfsK6ev
https://instagram.com/nsshindu?igshid=1q893mr4wpzhs


4. Awareness about Plasma Donation 
 

An awareness post on Plasma Donation has been put up on NSS Hindu's social media handles. 
The post sensitizes the audience to the need of the hour i.e. to donate plasma to help save 
other lives grappling with the deadly virus. The awareness post also resolves a few FAQs 
regarding the procedure of donating plasma.  
 
A google form for people willing to donate plasma is being circulated along, which has helped 
NSS Hindu find few leads too. Google form link: 
https://forms.gle/WqTysKhGnhLYtKdL8 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Awareness about Vaccination Procedure 

 
Another awareness post regarding the procedure of getting vaccinated has been put up on NSS 
Hindu's social media handles. The content is bilingual (Hindi and English) to help spread the 
word to a wider audience. The self-registration link of Cowin website is circulated along for 
convenience: https://selfregistration.cowin.gov.in/ 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://forms.gle/WqTysKhGnhLYtKdL8


 

6. Awareness about Blood Donation  

 

According to National Blood Transfusion Council norms "donors will have to wait for 28 days 

after taking the second dose of vaccine" which implies one cannot donate blood for 56 days 

after taking the first jab. In order to raise awareness about this NSS Hindu made a awareness 

post on its social media handles to appeal before the youth to come forward and donate their 

blood to the ones in need before they plan to get vaccinated. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The successful completion of the events is a collective effort of all five wings. Moreover, these 

wings individually take up projects, initiatives and collaborations to maximize the impact of 

untiring efforts and service of the volunteers for specific communities targeted by their 

individual wings. 

  

EDUCATION (Gandhi Ashram and College Education) 

The Education Wing aims at educating kids belonging to the underprivileged section of the 

society. Apart from academics, it also focuses on the holistic development of those students 

and frequently organizes various competitions and fun activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

★ Education Drive Week in September 2020: Video on Importance of Education on the 

occasion of International Literacy Day 

★ Members took part in Surakshit Dada Dadi -Nana Nani Abhiyan conducted by Pyramid 

foundation 

★ Members took part in Cybercrime awareness project which was in collaboration with 

CALLCOM 

★ Volunteers and Exec/PC’s engaged in Online Teaching Sessions (in collaboration with 

Gyandeep) from 23rd November 2020. 



PROJECT GYANDEEP FOUNDATION 

Gyandeep is a non- profit organization that strives to inculcate an importance of education in 

the minds of economically weaker sections of society. 

★ Owing to pandemic, College Education and Project Gandhi Ashram are temporarily 

suspended and thus the Education Wing collaborated with Gyandeep Foundation with 

an aim to make education available to underprivileged kids. 

★ Under the Gyandeep Project our volunteers in supervision of their respective 

Executives/PC’S provide education to students of Gyandeep (from classes 1 to 6) 

through an online teaching platform, for four days in a week. 

★ The teaching sessions are conducted in English and Hindi mediums according to which 

various groups are divided. The subjects taught by our volunteers include English, Math, 

Hindi and GK/EVS accompanied with some fun activities. Additional subjects include 

Sanskrit, Geography, History, Civics and Science. 

★  The project started from 23rd November and continued till 2 weeks leading to a small 

winter break. The classes resumed from 11th January 2021 onwards. New fresher 

volunteers are also included to be a part of this project. 

★  Fresher volunteers, who couldn’t be a part of Gyandeep, joined CHAHAT NGO for 

providing online classes to underprivileged students.  

★ Joined ‘Squad for Change’ as volunteers (volunteer wing of Delhi-based NGO Wishes and 

Blessings). 

 



HEALTH 

The Health Wing focuses on action mainly on the issues relating to health, sanitation, hygiene, 

and creating awareness regarding these - with the objective to focus people’s attention 

towards those sections of society which aren’t able to avail proper health and sanitation 

services and motivate them to do their bit towards sanitation and cleanliness. 

Collaboration with Blood Connect Foundation  

(25th September 2020 – 26th September 2020 and 8th May 2021) 

Collaboration was made with Blood Connect organization to make millions smile. Blood 

Connect is one of India’s largest youth-run initiatives working in the field of blood donation, 

trying to make India blood sufficient.  

▪ A case study competition was organized for spreading awareness for blood donation. Moreover, a 

poster-making competition was organized on ‘Blood Donation’ for sensitizing masses on the virtues 

of donation of blood. Further, a webinar was organized with Mr. Deepak Goel on the topic "Blood 

Shortage Faced by India During COVID 19". The footfall of the participants was 100+. 

▪ An informative awareness session on Thalassemia on occasion of the Thalassemia Awareness Week 

was organized. Students had a brilliant panel discussion, headed by Dr. M.P Jain and Dr. Tejinder 

Singh, enlightening the audience on the prevailing issue of Thalassemia and how early detection can 

help control the disease at some level. 

 

 

 



ENVIRONMENT 

The Environment Wing recognizes the importance of a sustainable environment and makes 

efforts for the same. 

 

Tree Plantation Drives 

NSS Hindu on the occasion of NSS Day, on 24th 

September 2020, conducted a tree plantation 

drive in which all volunteers were asked to plant 

at least one tree around their homes. All 

volunteers planted different types of plants and 

they sent their photos with a tag of the plant’s 

name to the NSS team. Then, the NSS team made 

a video including all that content and promoted 

it on their social media handles. Not only NSS 

Volunteers participated in this drive but their 

family & friends also showed enthusiasm in this 

plantation drive. 

Poster making competition on ‘Natural 

Disaster Reduction’ (13 October 2020) 

On the occasion of International Day for 

Disaster Reduction, a poster-making 

competition was organized on the theme 

“Natural Disaster Reduction” to make 

everyone around us aware that we can 

control the risks and reduce the disasters. 

 

 

 

 



SCRIBE 

The Scribe Wing of NSS Hindu focuses on helping the differently abled people reach a step 

closer to their dreams. The wing specifically works towards helping the PwD students with their 

academics by reading, recording, making assignments and by scribing their examination. In this 

pandemic when everyone is dealing with one or other kind of psychological and physical issues, 

Scribe Wing did not stop and was in regular and continuous contact with the PwD students to 

provide them with every sought of help. 

★ Wing started the recording of various study material and question papers for differently 

abled students, in which about 35 recordings of study material and few pdfs of question 

papers have been recorded. 

★ The wing has also volunteered in writing assignments for the completion of credits in 

which around 26 written assignments have been done till now in which both as simple 

paper and research files, project files are included.  

★ Particular volunteers to particular candidates for writing exams and competitive exams 

are also there and till now around 9 online exams were written by volunteers. Not only 

college but also the exams for other school students in offline mode were done by 

volunteers and he wrote 3 such exams. 

This wing was not only involved in academics but also in the events organized by the Ankur 

Society of Hindu college which looks at the holistic development of especially abled students. In 

this the volunteers of scribe wing took part in organizing and managing the quizzes and other 

activities that took place online. 

 

 

 

OUR STUDENTS 

 



MEDIA 

The Media Wing is the voice of NSS. The paradigm shift towards adoption of digital mode 

during the pandemic boosted the working of Media Wing. The major responsibilities of Media 

Wing include, but are not only limited to designing posters, writing content, social media 

handles’ captions and reports after the successful completion of the event, important days, 

pledges, meetings, making and compiling videos. 

Media Wing worked in logo- making, template and certificate designing for Suruchi and 

Samvaad. 

 

 

 

As the fight against Covid-19 rages on, our volunteers continue to scourge the net for verified 

links and resources. We will be dedicating ourselves towards helping others and keep updating 

our resources with latest news and reports until this pandemic ends.  

If anyone feels that they need a helping hand on a certain front, NSS Hindu College will be at 
service always. 

 

  

 

 


